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ABSTRACT 

 

We will be integrating Augmented Reality to the traditional maps which will give a new perspective to the 

maps. We will be using Location based and Markerless Aug- mented Reality which will track the user’s current 

location and calculate the destination by calculating distance between them and will facilitate information 

about the places which appears within the journey. The problem occuring in traditional mapping is not proper 

direction representation. A traditional map cannot provide a proper view for instance if there is a flyover and a 

road below it, traditional map cannot differentiate between them and will show both as a single blue line (path) 

which will confuse the user which way to go. This problem can be solved as we would be providing a 3 

Dimensional view . Along with a generous assistant which will help the user in interactive manner. The 

assistant will direct the user till the actual destination which will solve our above problem whether to take 

flyover or the road??It will also give information about the places nearby in the route with their details on for 

example if we come across a restaurant, it will augment name of the cafe its ratings etc which help user to make 

decision if he requires anything during the journey!!In this way one of the latest technology can be used for the 

betterment of the user and to solve the problem of users getting confused while finding their destination.  

Keywords : Augmented Reality, Location Based application, Markerless AR, GPS based application, Real World 

augmenta- tion, Unity, ARCore, Navigation System, User interaction.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Traditionally, Maps have played an important role in 

our lives since ancient era. Earlier people had 

difficulties in finding the proper route to the 

destinations and it used to take a lot of days to reach a 

place. Then came the manual maps which were 

designed with all the real time paths and routes with 

the specific information to reduce the problem of 

wandering. As the time passed, technology took a 

boost and every person in the society was able to 

afford a moblie phone which lead to inventions of 

many applications to make the life of human easy. 

And hence we got various applications such as 

Google Maps, Waze etc as a pathfinder in our very 

portable mobile phones. A traditional map cannot 

provide a proper view for instance if there is a 

overbridge and a road below it, traditional map 

cannot differentiate between them and will show 

both as a single blue line (path) which will confuse 

the user which way to go. This problem can be solved 

as we would be providing a 3 Dimensional view. 

Along with a generous assisstant which will help the 

user in interactive manner. The assissant will direct 

the user till the actual destination which which will 

solve our above problem whether to take flyover or 

the road??It will also give information about the 

places nearby in the route with their details on for 

example if we come across a restaurant, it will 

augment name of the cafe its ratings etc which help 

user to make decision if he requires anything during 

the journey!! 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

An indoor localisation and navigation system is 

necessary whenever any person visit any indoor place 

like malls, indus- tries, museums, art galleries etc. It 

is necessary as most of the people visit the places for 

the first time n dont know much about such places. 

So, An indoor localisation system using Augmented 

Reality would prove worthy in situations where GPS 

is denied in such environments. By building such 

system a lot of crowd can be easily monitored in 

crowded places like museums, malls etc. We can 

make use of indoor local references i. e; 

WiFi/Bluetooth based localisation or Inertial 

Measurement Unit. Every sensors has their unique 

character- istics to perform their required task. 

Inertial Measurement Unit sensors comprises of 

Accelerometer, gyroscope and compass recording for 

their localisation. Even after the works of some 

Robotics and scientists there isn’t that accuracy 

which one wish for. Considering the AR devices like 

Google Glass and google Cardboard supported by 

some common smartphones lack with hardware 

support for heavy processing. In order to overcome 

this we make use of client-server architecture for 

such intensive processing. We use User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) for communication with the client 

and server. It is simple and fast enough avoiding the 

lag for the next index location. Once the connection 

is established , transfer of data packets takes place. 

We have proposed a localisation and navigation 

application using an AR device such as Google Glass 

and Google Cardboard in connection with an 

Android smartphone. The client is an Android 

wearable/hand-held device used to fetch the scene 

images in real time. The server remotely located 

contains the internal processing units to perform the 

required computations. On the server side we have 

made use of the camera coordinate system. Camera 

and inertial sensors have same coordinate system as 

the device.  

Nowadays, the Smartphones computational 

capabilities are being improved day by day raising 

question for the engineers about introducing the 

latest technologies like AR, VR etc. In the 

Augmented Reality Engine Application project, a 

kernel is developed that enables such location-based 

mobile augmented reality applications. It also helps 

applications developers to realize their own 

applications. In the first stage , the location View 

concept was developed as a core to recognize 

algorithms of kernel. The location view concept has 

proven useful in the context running on iOS, 

android or the windows plat- form. A new kernel 

concept was developed that allows for handing the 

points of interests (POI) clusters. So, we can now run 

the augmented reality applications on our present 

mobile phones. The use of the new android 

smartphones and its technology has proven to be 

useful in todays time. For ex. If we are standing in a 

place where we dont know the nearby areas, the 

smart mobile devices provide us with the related 

information in one way or the other. In such 

scenario , location-based AR proves to be useful. 

AREA kernel supports such situations. It detects the 

predefined POIs within the camera view of the 

mobile, positions them correctly providing us with 

additional information about the detected POIs. We 

need to take care about the increasing number of 

POIs that should be handled very efficiently. It 

presents some concepts developed in the AREAv2. It 

manages POIs, POIs categories POIs tracks, POIs 

clusters. To realize the core idea of AREAv2, a 

complex coordinate system, consisting of three 

different sub-systems, is required. First sub-system 

uses GPS, ECEF and ENU coordinates. The second 

uses a virtual 3D space with user located at origin. 

Third one use virtual 3D camera, located at origin . 

The POIs are located on the surface of the earth. 

Transformation algorithm is used , algorithm 1 for 

transforming GPS coordinates into ECEF and 

algorithm 2 for transforming ECEF coordinates into 

ENU coordinates. Algorithm 3 calculates the distance 
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between the user and POIs. The correct positioning 

of POIs is safely ensured by the algorithm 4 since it 

is the base for the clustering algorithm. Algorithm 5 

specifies the main calculation about how the POIs 

are handled. This shows that the mobile augmented 

reality is one example which shows that mobile 

applications have become more and more mature.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In order to develop an location based Augmented 

Reality application we initially require current 

location of the user. In order to get the location that 

is latitude and longitude of the user we need to use 

Google Maps API or Bing Maps API. 

Once we get the latitude and longitude of the user 

we can find the current city or place the person is 

residing in lets say pune. After that we can get the 

destination from the user lets say mumbai, by using 

Google Maps API or Bing Maps API we can get the 

exact route from pune to mumbai. Now comes the 

augmented Reality part which is done in unity, to 

create an assissant which will guide us through path. 

In order to achieve the movement of the assistant we 

would require use of gyroscope , accelerometer and 

magnetometer of the phone which is quite ambigous 

and requires tremendous research in ”dead 

reckoning” and ”kalman filter”. Hence, we can make 

use of different SDKs such as ARCore or 

Wikitude which include SLAM technology. The 

object created in unity or the assistant would travel 

the distance according to the maneuver type which 

is provided in the Bing Maps API. And Finally for 

the Point of Interest section, we can augment 3D 

objects at the latitude and longitude of that Point of 

Interest.  

 

 

 

 

 

A. Figures 

 

 
Fig. 1. Project Architecture 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

So starting with the project we had encountered the 

following SDKs for Augmented Reality. They are 

Vuforia, Wikitude, Kudan, Google’s ARcore, Easy 

AR, Beyond AR, etc. We tried and implemented 

using some of these SDKs and discovered some 

complexities in some of them. In Vuforia we were 

not able to get the 3D object’s scaling with respect 

to the Device’s Camera. Also the Ground Plane 

Detection we found it a bit difficult. So we tried 

Wikitude which helped us getting a virtual plane 

instead of ground plane detection. But Scaling an 

object with respect to user’s position was still a 

problem. Hence, we went with Google’s ARcore 

and we were able to detect Ground Plane and also 

Scaling issue was solved. Now for navigation 

purposes we found out again another set of APIs. 

They are Mapbox SDK, Google Maps APIs, Here 

Maps APIs, Bing Maps APIs, MapQuest Developer 

APIs, etc and we used Bing Maps APIs as it was 

open source and fulfilled our requirements. Also we 

faced a problem that how to count travelled 
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distance of user w. r. t. destination. So for that we 

found out 2 solutions. First, Google Maps Distance-

Matrix APIs and Second was we count the distance 

travelled with the help of Pedometer APIs.  

V. STEPS FOR PROJECT EXECUTION 

  

1. The Application will first check if our GPS and 

Mobile-Data Service is running or not.  

2. If it is working the Application will start 

otherwise it will display Service Unavailable to 

User.  

3. The Application will detect current location of 

User with the help of requesting the respective 

APIs.  

4. User will enter his/her preferred Destination in 

the textbox.  

5. Then the Application will give the shortest route 

to the preferred destination and Augmentation of 

3D object and route will start rendering on 

user’s Device’s Screen.  

6. The Augmented 3D object will guide user 

towards his/her destination.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The new AR features added in the traditional maps 

combine existing Street View and Maps data with a 

live feed from your phones camera to overlay 

walking directions on top of the real world and help 

you figure out which way you need to go. In addition 

to directions, the new AR mode can help identify 

nearby places, too. This new feature helps the user to 

get a better view and also an interactive screen 

which will allow user to find ways without any 

worries and problems. The application can even 

further be expanded to create a treasure hunt app 

using the same location based nature and can be 

integrated with the original application and a local 

repository can be added to store visited places. The 

new social and recommendations features such as 

getting a nearby cafe and its ratings or a shell petrol 

pump nearby would give user an experience with 

less hindrances in their way and enjoy their journey 

scheerfully.  
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